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Mortimer Society Care Home see financial benefits 
and improved accuracy with Kelio’s Time and 

Attendance system! 
 

Commentary by Melanie Turner, HR Manager of Mortimer Society 

  
As a small charity running two care homes in Kent, 

Mortimer Society were seeking a way to manage 

varied shift patterns for over 150 staff, over 24-hour 

periods, 365 days a year. With the support of Kelio’s 

Time and Attendance system, they have a more 

accurate recording of staff working hours, annual 

leave, absence management and payroll 

preparation. 

 

Having previously wasted a great deal of time and incurring many mistakes by manually 

entering staff hours, Mortimer Society have found Kelio’s system to be hugely effective. 

Melanie reports, “Staff timesheets and payroll were all managed manually and therefore open 

to error.  On installation of Kelio’s system, we immediately recognised how inaccurate the 

manual recording of staff working hours was and we could see the financial benefits straight 

away.” 

 

Kelio’s Time and Attendance system manages all types of schedules, including weekly, 

annual, posted or cyclical and varied shift types, making it an ideal choice for the care home. 

After briefly trying a different brand, Mortimer Society were pleased to discover Kelio’s “user 

friendly administration functions” and an “ease with managing varied shift patterns”. This has 

been particularly useful in supporting accurate recording of annual leave and staff sickness. 

Melanie also comments, “it is easy to use and provides us with the information we need in 

order to prepare our monthly payroll.” As well as the ease of use, “Kelio has been hugely 

effective financially.” 

 

Enjoy the benefits of Kelio’s Workforce Management Solutions 
Call us on 01442 418 800 

 

CASE STUDY 

   Benefits 

1. Manage all types of schedules and flexible shift types 
2. Monitor staffing in real time 
3. Effectively manage working time and attendance 

across multiple companies and sites 
4. Record hours based on work duration 

Solution 
Time and Attendance Software 

About 

Kelio is a major player in the publishing of 
software and hardware solutions for time 
management, human resources, payroll and 
access control on an international scale. 

Kelio is part of the Bodet Group who have 
provided time measurement solutions for over 
30 years.  
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